Abstract. We describe all natural operators A lifting a classical linear connection V on an m-dimensional manifold M into a classical linear connection -4(V) on the r-th order frame bundle L r M = invJo{R. m ,M).
Introduction
We study how a classical linear connection V on an m-dimensional manifold M can induce a classical linear connection *4.(V) on the r-th order frame bundle L r M = ¿ra; Jq (R m , M) over M. This problem is reflected in the concept of A4/m-natural operators
A : Q QL T
in the sense of [1] . The complete lifting V c of a connection V to L r M C T^M in the sense of A. Morimoto [2] is an example of -4(V).
THEOREM A. Any Mfm-natural operator A : Q QL T is of the form
for some unique Mfm-natural operator C :
We describe all natural operators C in Section 3. All manifolds and maps are assumed to be smooth (of class C°°). Given a classical linear connection V on an m-manifold M, we define a smooth map 6 <^t> (V) : UM R by 
The Mfm-natural operators Q T (0^Lr
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